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Week of 060925
Open Actions from last week:
Chair: H.Renshall
Smod: Miguel Coelho Santos
Gmod: Antonio Retico

Monday:
Log: Nothing
New Actions: Recipe needed to clean /tmp on gLite RBs (HRR). Find out if rb109 is in prod for cms (HRR)
Discussion: An extra fts server (fts108) was added Friday to help load. Extra patches added by hand but they
need to be certified (Gavin to check). Elonex mid-range servers are arriving - 17 in burnin so far (TW). Jan
announced upgrade of cms stager from 9.30 for 30 mins, that they will change mapping of Atlas pools and
that they will upgrade groups.conf on SE related machines (transparent!).

Tuesday:
Log: FTS108 has firwall problems stopping access from outside.
New Actions:
Discussion:
• GSSDATLAS castor instance being upgraded today

Wednesday
Log:
Actions:
Discussion:

Thursday
Log:
Actions:
Discussion: Jan has added 16 disk servers to the T0export pool for CSA06. Olof's team are helping out with
new CASTOR problems at CNAF. Maarten proposes to merge the experiment and global bdii server pools to
improve load balancing. If agreed this would be for early next week.
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Friday
Log:
Actions: Several CASTOR upgrades are scheduled for next Monday (see next week).
Discussion: The new mid-range diskservers (to be used as RBs) have arrived. A workaround (setting debug
level to zero) for /tmp filling on the gLite RBs has been deployed. This gives 20 days till they fill so is not a
solution. A new use-case of complex JDL (using gang-matching) slowing down gLite job submission has
been discovered. M.Schulz is organising an urgent meeting with the developers. The renumbering of the rack
containing the LFCs has been postponed till after CSA06 (mid-November).
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